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The best ticket to the game 

DART to Oklahoma State - Mississippi at the Cotton Bowl 

Get through the red zone faster than a Tatum Bell run or an Eli Manning pass on 
the DART Cotton Bowl Shuttle, Friday, January 2. 
 
DART's Cotton Bowl Shuttle whisks Oklahoma State Cowboy and Ole Miss Rebel 
fans to the SBC Cotton Bowl Classic from the east exit of Cityplace Station 
starting at 10 a.m., three hours before the 1 p.m. kickoff. Shuttles will leave for the Cotton Bowl 
approximately every 10 minutes. 
 
Scoring a ride is easy 

1st Down: Park free at a DART Rail station park & ride lot. Most DART stations 

have free parking. There is no parking at Cityplace Station. 

2nd Down: Buy a Premium Day Pass from a Ticket Vending Machine. The fare 

for both rail and shuttle is $4.50, the price of a DART Premium Day Pass. The 

best game plan is to buy the Premium Day Pass in advance online 

at DART.org. Or, the passes are available on game day from ticket vending 

machines at all DART Rail stations, or from any DART bus operator, exact 

change only. DART customers with a Local Day Pass, Monthly Pass, Annual 

Pass or Reduced Pass can present their pass at the shuttle and get on board 

for just $2 more, exact cash. 

3rd Down: Ride DART Rail to Cityplace Station. 

Touchdown: Follow the signs to the station's east exit and catch the shuttle 

departing every 10 minutes to the Cotton Bowl. 

After the Game 
Return buses depart at the end of the game with the last bus leaving Fair Park one hour after the 
final whistle. Wheelchair lift-equipped buses are available. 
 
For additional information on the Cotton Bowl Shuttle service, call DART at 214-979-1111 or 
visit DART.org/cottonbowl. 
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